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We consider the use of an (n, k) linear block code over a channel from the 
viewpoint of a mean-square error criterion. The code is over a finite field 
GF(q) and the data to be transmitted have a natural q-adic association with the 
first qe integers. It is assumed that the transition probabilities of the channel 
satisfy an additive property. Optimum performance is judged by the mean- 
square of the overall error between input and output. On the basis of this 
criterion, we determine the optimum encoding rule and standard array de- 
coding rule. Our analysis and synthesis of the coding rules employ the Fourier 
transforms of the channel transition probabilities. The optimum parameters 
of these rules are determined in the transform domain. The optimum decoder 
configuration for a rate kin code resembles a bank of k generalized bandpass 
filters and is similar to a digital filter. It uses complex-valued arithmetic 
operations as opposed to finite field operations. The decoding system can 
efficiently employ fast transform techniques. Decoder storage requirements 
are also considered. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let  V be an n-dimensional  vector space over a general finite field GF(q) 
with q = p*, p a pr ime number .  Let  G be a k-dimensional  subspace of V. 
G is the linear code with which information will be conveyed. Since the 
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data have a natural weighting, we will identify the elements of G with a set 
of nonnegative integers called the source set S: 
S = {0, 1,..., q~ --  1}. (1) 
This identification will be accomplished by a one-to-one mapping rule 
;~a from G onto S which is also an isomorphism when S is endowed with an 
additive operation 4-, which is the componentwise modulo p addition of the 
p-adic representation f members of S. The inverse of this rule will be called 
the encoding rule. 
Linear block codes have been traditionally designed for use with data 
that have a uniform weight attached to their elements. However, recently 
code design techniques have been developed for use in unequal error 
protection situations imilar to what we are considering here (Masnick and 
Wolf, 1967; Gore and Kilgus, 1971; Kilgus and Gore, 1972). But these 
techniques are not based upon the overall mean-square-error performance 
criterion. In contrast o these papers though, there have been two recent 
papers which are based directly on MMSE. They are the papers by Crimmins 
et al. (1969) and by Crimmins and Horwitz (1970). Like the work of Crimmins 
and his colleagues, our approach will use Fourier analysis as applied to the 
statistics of the communications channel. Hence this approach adds, to the 
algebraic techniques currently used in unequal-error-protection-code design, 
the new dimension of Fourier analysis. 
A model of a communication system which is suitable for our work is 
shown in Fig. 1. When a member of the code alphabet G is transmitted 
CHANNEL DECODER ~.~ .. . . . . . . .  
TATISTICAL EFFECTS) I - I  RULE:XI ~1 . . . . . . . . . .  ] 
SOURCE CODE CHANNEL SOURCE 
SET S~T SET SET 
S V S 
FIG. 1. Communication system model. 
through the communications channel, the statistical effects can corrupt the 
received ata. The decoding rule )t must estimate the code word which was 
sent with high reliability. The measure of reliability in our ease will be the 
overall mean-square error, 
~ = e{[ ;~ - x]~}. (2) 
In order to evaluate this equation we need the joint probability distribution 
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P(g, v), where g is the code G and v is in V. This may be determined from 
two other distributions. We assume that 
P(s) -~ q-k, s ~ S. (3) 
This represents a uniform distribution on the input data and is a worst-case 
assumption. Since A~ 1 is a one-to-one mapping, the marginal distribution 
on G is known, i.e., P(g) = q-k, g ~ G. We will also assume that we know 
the channel transition probability distribution P(v/g) and that it obeys the 
following additive property: 
P(v/g) = P(v --  g/O), v ~ V, g ~ G, 
0 is identity in V. (4) 
In other words the disruptive influence of the channel on the additive identity 
in V is statistically typical. 
We will assume that the decoding rule A is a generalized standard array 
one (Slepian, 1956). Thus there is a set of coset leaders (to be determined 
later) such that 
qn-k 1 
{~}~=0- = v/a, (5) 
it(v, -~ g) = Aa(g). (6) 
ANALYSIS 
Since our work is predicated upon Fourier analysis, we now define the 
characters which will be used in the Fourier transforms. 
V*, character group of V. Set of all homomorphisms from V into the 
subgroup of the complex numbers which have magnitude of one. {X : X is 
a homomorphism from V into the circle group}. 
A*, annihilator of G. A subgroup of V* which annihilates G, i.e., 
{x~V*:x (g)  = 1 for a l lg~G}. 
Furthermore, since we will give a characterization f the mapping A in 
terms of its Fourier transform and expand the mean-square error in the 
transform domain, we shall establish the following convention for the 
transforms on V. If  f (v) is a complex-valued function on I7, its transform is 
f (x)  = Z f (v )  X(v), X ~ V*. (7) 
~0~ g
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The sum is over all q~ members of V. The inverse transform is given by 
1 E f(x) X(V), f(v) = q~ x~ v* v ~ v .  (8) 
The sum here is over all q~ members of the character group V*. We have 
chosen to normalize in the inverse transform. The subject of Fourier analysis 
on groups has been treated in several texts (Rudin, 1967; Bachman, 1964; 
Reiter, 1968; Loomis, 1965; Pontryagin, 1966). We will refrain from specific 
reference to standard material used below. 
We first seek an expression for the transform of the decoding rule. Given 
this transform, we then use the inverse transform to implement the decoding 
rule. (Zierler (1960) seems to have b en the first to utilize this approach for 
the binary case.) I f  we extend the definition of the function ha to all of V by 
specifying that it be zero for all v outside of G, we may relate the transform 
to Ac by means of the shifting theorem: 
qn-l~ 1 
i(X) =- AG(X) ~,, X(Vj). (9 )  
j=O 
Therefore the characterization f ,~ reduces to the characterization f Aa- 
We now present a representation f AG which will allow us to determine its 
transform. 
LEMMA 1. )t c : V --+ S is an isomorphism from a subspace G of V onto the 
p-adic group (S, 5r) and zero elsewhere on V if and only if there is a direct 
product decomposition of V*/A* denoted by {X~+z} i = 1, 2,..., k and l = 1, 
2,..., r, such that 
i=1 t=l 
(lO) 
where I c is the indicator function of the set G, and arg is the single-valued 
principal argument function which yields the positive angle of the complex 
function in radians. 
The proof of this result may be found in the Appendix along with the 
development of the transform of Aa • We present his result in the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. 
a~(x)  = 
qk(qk  1) 
2 ' 
__q2Ic-i+lp-~ 
(1 - -  W - '~)  ' 
O~ 
W ~--- e j(2~r/~). 
x~A *, 
m , 
X E Xi~+tA , 
i=1 ,2  ..... k, 
1 = 1, 2,..., r, 
m = 1, 2 , . . . ,p -  1, 
elsewhere in (V* --  d*),  
(11) 
Finally after a simplification resulting from the fact that the character groups 
of V/G and A* are isomorphic, we have the transform of the decoding rule. 
COROLLARY 2. 
qn(q~ 1) 
2 ' X = Xo, 
m 
~(X) = (1 - -W -~) ,=0 i=  1,2,.. . ,k 
l = 1, 2,..., r, 
m = 1, 2 , . . . ,p - -  1, 
0, elsewhere in (V* - -  A*), 
W ~ e j(2~r/p). 
(12) 
The case of fields with even characteristic (p = 2) are of special interest. 
In such a situation the forms of the Lemma and Corollary 2 can be simplified. 
For we may always find a decomposition of A* into a product of cyclic 
subgroups generated by the set of characters {Xi~+t}, i = 1, 2,..., k and 
l = 1, 2 ..... r, such that the indicator function may be expressed as 
i~ = ~ ~ (l+x,,+,.) 
i=l l=l 2 " 
(13) 
Furthermore, the argument function may be written 
arg{xir+~ ) _~ 1 --  Xi~-+~ i = 1, 2,..., k, (14) 
2 ' I = 1 ..... r. 
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With these simplifications Eq. (10) in the Lemma becomes 
The form of Eq. (12) of Corollary 2 is given by 
2~-1(2 ~k --  1), X = Xo 
2¢(n-k) 1 
--2r(2k-i+l)-Z-1 E X(V~) , 
 i(x) = ' 
X ~ Xir+~ A* ,  
i = 1, 2,..., k, 
l = 1,2 ..... r, 
0, elsewhere. 
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(15) 
(t6) 
, • ,  X, A* 
-2 +a k-2B( xLA -W" ) 
x2A* 
- z+ak-~f~(x2 A*) 
(2) etc. 
X kA~k ~1 
I I 
_2+ k-'/~( x 
n- I  k .2  (2 - I) 
etc.  
C) 
V ~- 
i•Xr A 
k,.__J 
_ ?_2k- l -r /~ (Xr A'~') 
2 n-'~ 1 FIG. 2. The  t rans form of the b inary decoding rule ~, ~(X)- fl(X) = 32j=0 - X(v~i • 
{vj}~o ~-z ~ set of coset leaders for decoding table. T rans form zero except on  the k 
cosets of A*  and at X0 • 
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Figure 2 gives a visualization of the spectrum of the decoding rule for the 
strictly binary case. 
Several comments about the spectrum of the general decoding rule are in 
order. The spectrum may be thought of as being centered at the frequency 
X~+z with a bandwidth corresponding to the points in A*. Also the spectrum 
has [q~ --  (p --  1)krq ~-k -- 1] zero terms. The position of the nonzero 
portion of this spectrum is determined by the choice of the code G, which is 
accomplished by the determination of the characters {Xir+z} in Lemma 1. 
However the optimum coset leaders, tvt)t=o - ,  are as yet undetermined. 
We will use the minimization of the mean-square rror as a criterion for 
choosing these coset leaders. Towards this end we develop an expression for 
the mean-square rror in terms of the coset leaders and quantities in the 
transform domain. 
LEMMA 2. 
(q2k 1) qSk+2-n ~ ~ ~l p-ri-t ]2 
"~ --  [ s in (~p)  J 6 2 i=1 l=l m=l  
qn --k_l 
× 2 Z Re{x,~+z(vt) a(v,) P(x;+~a)}. (17) 
a~A* t=O 
The development of this expression is detailed in the appendix. 
RESULTS 
In this section we will develop necessary and sufficient conditions on 
r "~qn-lc_ 1 the optimum choice for the coset leaders Ivd,=o and the cyclic decom- 
position of V*/A* using a basis {Xir+z} i = 1, 2,..., k, I = l, 2,..., r. We 
introduce the notation 
[ P(Xim,.+~ °~)]
hir+z(m , t)= ~ cx(vt) tsin2(m~r/p) J, 
aEA* 
h~r+~(0, t) = O. 
m = 1, 2 , . . . ,p -  1, 
i = 1, 2,..., k, 
l = 1, 2,..., r, 
t = 0 ,  1 , . . . ,  q~-~ - -  
We define the Fourier transform of this function by 
[h~+t(z, t)= ~ W+m~hir+t~tm, t), 
~a~O 
z=O,  1 ..... p-- l ,  
W = e j(~/~). 
(18a) 
, 
(18b) 
(19) 
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The error expression becomes 
(qZk  1) q~k+2-n ~ ,, ~o-1 
EE E 6 2 i=i ~=i m=O 
qn-k_ 1 
× ~ Re{hi ,+~(m,t ) ~ v X, +~( t)}. (20) 
t=O 
It is important to note that the value of hi~+,(m, t) is independent of the exact 
form of each of the coset leaders. For any element of G may be added to any 
coset leader without altering the value of hi~+z(m , t). This is a direct con- 
sequence of the definition of A*. 
Corresponding to the basis {X#+z}, there is one for G, {gi.~} defined by 
the requirement 
X~+~(g~.u) = W6"e*~, i, x = 1, 2, .., k, (21) 
l , y  = 1, 2,...,r, 
W ~- e j(2~/p). 
We may extend this basis to one for all of V by adding other appropriate 
elements, and thus we may express each coset leader vt ,  t z O, 1,..., qn-~ _ 1 
using the following representation. 
vt ~ ~(t) r(t) ~- gag~.~ + ut ,  ~a E GF(p).  (22) 
/=I /=1 
ut is independent of the basis {gi.~}. Then the character Xi,+t evaluated at 
this coset leader gives 
Xi,+~(vt) = W ~?. (23) 
Now suppose that v t is the optimum choice for that coset leader. I f  we use 
another decoding rule which incorporates the coset leader (vt -}- ~) instead 
of v t , then taking the difference of the optimum mean-square error and the 
error due to this modified rule, we have 
(24) 
643[26[2-5 
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The mean-square error is 
(q2k  1) q3/c+2-n k qn--k--1 
,2__ E ~ (p--ri-1)2 E hir+~(t) • (29) 
2 2 i=1 l=l t=O 
For the case of a field with an even characteristic (p = 2) several sim- 
plifications result because the characters only assume the two real roots of 
unity. The optimum coset leaders are determined by the requirement 
X~+~(vt) = sign{h~+,(1, t)}, t = O, 1,..., q~-~, 
i = 1, 2,..., k, 
l = 1, 2,..., r. 
(30) 
The characters are selected according to the inequality 
qn--k l q~--k : 
t=O ~=0 aGA* 
X ~ [X~'+I , X~-+2 ,..., Xir+~-l]. 
(31) 
Both of these are a consequence of the identity 
h~,.+z(t) = L h~+~(1, t)L. (32) 
DECODING MMSE CODES 
We now investigate the use of the inverse transform of '~(X) in decoding. 
A(v) = ! • X(v)~(X), (33) 
qn x~ v* 
where v is the received vector. We may use the results of Corollary 2 to 
expand this expression into 
- 1 )  
2 
~ i ~-: q-ip-~ y, E (1 : i=: ~=1 m=l 
qn-k_ 1 
Xir+~(vt) ~(%) X~+~(v) e~(v). (34) 
aeA* L t=O 
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The terms X~+~c~(v) represent the part of the transform on X~+zd* of the 
indicator function of v, I v . The following identification will be made of the 
sums in the brackets. 
qn-k l 
f i,(°O = E m V X,~.+~(~) o~(vt), i = 1, 2,..., k, (35) 
t=o I ~ 1, 2,..., r, 
m = 1, 2 , . . . ,p -  1. 
Since A* is isomorphic with the character g oup of V/G, Eq. (35) represents 
the transform of the function Xir+,(vt) as defined on V/G. Introducing this 
notation in the equation for the decoding rule, we have 
A(v)-- (q~-- 1) z~ ~. 2 ~, q2k-n+l-i p-Z 
i=1  l= l  
~-1 1 } £ f imt(oO xim+lo@U ) .
X m=l ~ (1 - -  W -'~) ~A*  
(36) 
However a typical term in the bracket represents part of the inverse transform 
off~(c~) evaluated at the received vector v. For obvious reasons we term the 
functions {f~(a)} as generalized filter weights. Expression (36) suggests a 
systems configuration for the decoder as is displayed in Fig. 3. 
Each bandpass filter considers the spectrum of I~ on the part of the 
r f ~p- -1  m transform domain defined by {I),= 1 k)m:l (Xir+~A*)} • The outputs of the h 
bandpass filters are scaled and added so as to provide the optimum choice for 
the integer in the source set S. The ith bandpass filter can be mechanized by 
a system which is shown symbolically in Fig. 4. The decoder has a striking 
resemblance to a generalized igital filter (Gold and Rader, 1969). 
It must be emphasized that complex-valued arithmetic operations are 
performed in this implementation f the decoder. Finite field operations are 
not required. Furthermore, all of the forward and inverse transforms may 
be performed by means of well-known fast techniques (Welch, 1968; Cairns, 
1971). 
We turn for the moment o the consideration of the permanent storage 
requirements for this type of decoder. It would appear that the kr(p --  1) q~-k 
generalized filter weights must be stored. However this apparent requirement 
can be reduced considerably by noting that the weights are just the transforms 
of the characters {Xir+,} as defined on V/G. These are angles, each of which 
is equivalent to an integer of Z~, which are determined by the optimum 
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mean-square error decoding rule. We must store them. Since A* is a subgroup 
of V*, only (n -- k) generators of it need to be stored. Furthermore, since A* 
and V/G are isomorphic and since the members of A* are insensitive to the 
exact form of each representative of a coset, we do not need to store the exact 
form of each coset leader. That information already is contained in the 
angles which were required to be stored above. 
Figure 5 displays a technique for determining the filter weights. These 
are generated each time that they are needed, possibly by fast transform 
procedures. This procedure does require some additive operations which are 
equivalent to operations in GF(p). Of course the storage of the generators 
for A* and V/G and the generator of the angles of ~(v~) can be shared among 
the (kr) generators of the filter weights. 
For the important case when the field has an even characteristic, this type 
of mechanization has several further simplifications. These are easily observed 
by considering the form of ~(v). 
~(~) = (2rk- - | )  2r(2k--•÷l' ~ i 2--ri--/--1 ~ fil(O~)' (37a) 
2 i=1 l=l aeA* 
2r(n-k) 1 
f~z(c~) = ~, X~r+~(vt) a(v~), i = 1, 2,..., k, (37b) 
t=o 1 = 1, 2,...,r. 
Since the value of every character is limited to either + 1 or --1, the filter 
weights as given by Eq. (37b) are integers. Consequently the problems 
with rounding or truncating after complex-valued arithmetic operations 
which could be encountered in the general case are mitigated. Also the fast 
transform algorithms ,are very efficiently applied since 2 is the least prime 
and the order of A* is composite solely in this prime. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 1 
We assume that ~c is given by Eq. (10). Because of the indicator function 
I c , this equation is clearly zero outside of the set G. Hence we must establish 
that this form of h a is an isomorphism from G onto the group (S, @). 
Since the character group of G is isomorphic with V* /A*  and since the 
set of characters {Xir+z}, i ~- 1, 2,..., k, l ~ 1, 2,..., r, represents a decom- 
position of V*/A*  into the direct product of cyclic subgroups each of order 
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p, we may decompose G into a direct product of cyclic subgroups of order p 
where each subgroup is generated by an element gi~ determined by the 
equation 
where 8ira is the Kronecker delta function and W = e~(~/*). Therefore for 
any two elements a and b in G we may write 
a ~ i i ailgi~, aireGF(p) 
i=1 g=l 
b = ~ ~ bi~ga, bae GF(p ) (A.2) 
i=1 l=l 
a-k b = i ~ (aa + bi~) gi~ .
i=i ~=i 
The coefficient addition is in GF(p), which is of course isomorphic with the 
integers modulo p, Z~. 
4=I ~=I 
~- i ~ aaPr(k-i)P (~-~)" (A.3) 
i=1 l=l 
Likewise we have 
2to(b) = i ~ bi~p~(~-~'P ' -~)" (A.4) 
i=I t=l 
But, for the sum of these two elements, we may write 
i=I /=i 
(A.5) 
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However, since the argument functiontakes the principle value, the argument 
of each term W a.+b. is equal to ai~ + bi~ • 
Aa(a + b) = ~ Z P~(k-~)P(~-~)(a~ -~ b,t) = A(a) -~ A(b). (A.6) 
i=1  /=i 
Thus the form of Aa is homomorphic on G. 
Let s be any element in S. We may decompose it as 
$= ~ i szl Pr k-i)P(~'--~)' Si~ E Z~) " (A.7) 
i=i ~=1 
/c r 
Clearly though c = ~i=l ~z=l gi~sit is an element of G such that An(c) = s. 
Thus AG is onto S and, since both sets are the same order, A a is also one-to-one. 
Suppose conversely that we are given a mapping A c from V onto S such 
that At (V - -G)~ 0 and AG is an isomorphism from G onto the group 
(S, ~-). We must establish that the form of equation necessarily follows. 
However all that is necessary is to prove the existence of the characters in 
this form; the rest of the proof follows from the steps in the sufficiency part 
above. 
Since 2a is an isomorphism on G, there must exist a direct product 
decomposition of G corresponding to the natural p-adic one in S. Define the 
generators of this decomposition by 
AG(gi~ ) = pr(k-i)p(r-~), i ~- 1, 2,..., k, (A.8) 
l= l ,2 , . . . , r .  
However, since the character group of G is isomorphic with V*/A*, the 
characters defined by the following requirement represent a decomposition 
of V*/A*: 
Xi~+,(g~,) = W ~'"~'', (A.9) i ,m = 1,2 ..... k, 
l, t = 1, 2,..., r. 
Development of Corollary 1 
~c(X) = ~ X---~)AG(g) 
geG 
: Z ~)  ~ ~ Pr(k--i)P(r--D[ p arg{xi~+~(g)}]" 
geG i=1 ~=1 
(A.10) 
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For convenience we will consider the part of this sum defined by 
Oil(X) = Z x(g) arg{xi~+t(g)}, i -~ 1, 2 ..... k, (A.11) 
o~ 1 = 1, 2,...,r. 
We first determine this function for X = ~ ~ A*. Since a(g) = +1 for all 
E A* and g ~ G, we may write 
O~(a) = Z arg{x~*+~(g)}" (A.12) 
g~G 
But Xir+l is a homomorphism from G on the pth roots of unity and so this 
sum is equivalent to 
Oi,(c~ ) = ~/27r Z m = 2~-  . (A.13) 
Therefore the transform of ha on the subgroup A* is given by 
(A.14) 
I f  we let the set of generators of G be determined according to Eq. (A.1), 
we may define the subgroup of G generated by all of these generators except 
gi, by 
Giz = [{glx ,..., glr,  gel ,..., gkr} - -  {g/z}], i = 1, 2,..., k, (A.15) 
l ~ 1, 2,..., r, 
where the square brackets denote the group generated by the enclosed 
elements. Then G is covered by p cosets of Ga • Symbolically, this is 
G = [,.J (~:g~, + G~,). (A.16) 
~:~GF(~) 
Now for a fixed i and l, i = 1, 2 ..... k; l = 1, 2,..., r; we may write the 
following expression for Oiz(X): 
0. (x )  = {x(g) arg{xir+~(g)} 
g~Gi~ 
+ ~ x(~gi~) x(g) arg{xi~+~(~g~ -t- g)}}. 
feGF(~) 
~:~0 
(A.17) 
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But by the choice of gig and Ga we have the two identities 
arg{xir+g(g)} = 0, g ~ Gig (A.18) 
arg{xi~+~(~gig + )} = arg{xir+~(~giz)}. 
Thus the expression for Oig(X) reduces to 
Oit(X) = E x(~gig) arg{xi~+z(~ga)} ~. x(g). (A.19) 
~:eGF Go) g~Gil 
I f  we define A* to be an annihilator subgroup of V* corresponding to 
Gig, then we also have the following identity: 
x(g) = {0, otherwise. g~Gi~ 
However A* is a subgroup of A*  and the cosets X~+gA* cover A/~. 
~--1 
.a¢, = U 
m=O 
So, if we are interested in Oiz(X ) for X ~ V* - -  A*, we have 
~, x(~ga) arg{xir+z(~giz)}, X ~ Xi~+t A , 
Oig(X ) = eEGF(p) m = 1, 2 , . . . ,p -  1, ~:~0 
~0, elsewhere in V* - -  A*.  
But  m Xir+g is 
m , X ~ Xir+l A , 
(A.21) 
a homomorphism onto the pth roots of unity. Hence, for 
q~ ~-1 ( 2~rt ] 
o . (x )  = -f Z w-,m ,=, \P  ]" 
(A.22) 
Collecting our results, we are able to determine the transform of h a : 
q~(qk  1) 
x~A * 
q~k-i+lp-t-1 ~ tW-rn*, A" ~ mAir+~A,, 
t=l i = 1, 2,..., k, 
l = 1,2 ..... r, 
m=1,2  ..... p - - l ,  
0, elsewhere. 
(a .23)  
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The sum in this form of the transform may be further reduced by use of the 
following. 
~o 
~. tW -~ -- --P (A.24) 
~=1 ( l  - -  W-~)  " 
Development ofLemma 2 
~2 = E{)ta2(g)} -F E{A2(v)} -- 2E{AG(g) A(v)}. (A.25) 
Since )~G(g) is a one-to-one mapping, using Eq. (3), we have 
1 q~-~ (q~:-- 1)(2q ~-  1) 
E{Aa2(g)} =~7~ Z s~= (A.26) 
8=0 6 
Also, employing the symmetry property as expressed by Eq. (4), we may 
write 
1 
E{h2(v)} = ~- ~ ~ h2(v) P(v - -  g 1 0). (A.27) 
veG geG 
,. .~qn-k l We introduce any set of coset leaders tvdt=o . 
1 qn-~--I 
EiA2(v)} = ~- ~ Z E ~tz( v~ q- h) P(v~ -- g + h I 0). (A.28) 
geG t=O heG 
However, since we are using standard array decoding, we may simplify this 
expression by using Eq. (6): 
qn--}_ 1 
1 
U{A2(v)} = qT Z Aa2(h) Z 2 P(v~ q- h -- g ] 0). (A.29) 
h~G geG t=O 
This reduces to the following identity: 
1 q~-t (q~-- 1)(2q ~-  1) 
E{A~(v)} = ~- ~ s 2 = (A.30) 
q 8=0 6 
Finally we will consider the cross moment erm. 
1 
E{A~(g) A(v)} = ~ E E e(v -- g 1 0) q~. 
"1 geq veV 
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For the moment we restrict our attention to the following sums: 
~ P(v -- g I O) o~(g) fi(v) = Z P(u ] O) fi(u) Z c~(g) fl~). (A.32) 
geG v~ V ua V geG 
But we have an identity 
- -  tq ~, if a]~ -~ e A*, (A.33) 
~ ~(g) fl(g) = (0, otherwise. 
g~G 
Therefore Eq. (A.32) becomes 
l I 
ue V 
ge G ve V O~ 
aft -1 ~ A*, (A.34) 
otherwise. 
The expression for the cross moment reduces to the following: 
E{hc(g) h(v)} = ~-  ~ ~ ha(a) ~(fl) P(fi). (A.35) 
ae V* B~ V* 
Incorporating the expressions for ~G(a) and ,~(fl) as given by Corollaries 1 
and 2, respectively, with the requirement that o~fi-1 eA  *, we may obtain 
after simplification 
- -  -- 1 ~ xS~ "x41 { q2k-i+ip-~  2 E{Aa(g) A(v)} = (qk 1)2 + ~k- ,~ l  
4 ~L=1~1 k2 sin(m~r/p)] 
qn-k 1 
×EE o my e(x~r+,fi) X,~,+,(,) fl(v,). (A.36) 
BeA* t=O 
The final expression for the mean-square error is determined by combining 
Eqs. (A.26), (A.30), and (A.36) with Eq. (A.25) and simplifying. The resuk 
is Eq. (17) of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Theorem 
The sufficiency and necessity of Eq. (27) for optional decoding for a fixed 
encoding rule is demonstrated in the development preceeding the theorem. 
We are therefore concerned with inequality (28). First we will show that it 
is part of the necessary conditions. 
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If we were to interchange the character Xio~+t" with Xio~+to+ 1 in the encoding 
and decoding rules, leaving all other parameters fixed, we can determine 
the new mean-square error of the scheme to be 
q'-~-i 9-i { (_ p-iOr-to )2 
e~new = e2ola + qZ~+~-, E Z Z sin m~/p" Re[x~+z°(vt) ~x(vt) 
t=O c~EA* m=l 
× P(X~-+Zo ~x) -- Xio~+to+l(v,) a(v,) e(xio-+Zo+l~x)] + ~ sin(mTr/p) 
] 
× Re[xio,+to+l ( , )  o~(vt) P(xior+lo+lOO - -  Xior+zo(m 7)t) °~(~Jt) ~(XioV+Zo°~)] , 
! 
i o = 1, 2,..., k, (A.37) 
l o = 1, 2,..., r, 
ior + l o < (k + 1)r, 
%1o2 from Lemma 2. 
Since the rules which give 2 %1o are optimal, we have the inequality: 
• Co--1 qn -k  - -1  
~=1 sinZ(m~r/P) ,=oX ~A*Z Re[x~o~+zo(v,) a(v,) 
× P(X,or+*° ~) -- X,o,+~o+l(*) ~(v,) P(X~o,+Zo+,~)] >~0. (A.38) 
However this is equivalent with the following inequality 
qn -I:--1 qn-l~--I 
h~or+~o(t ) >/ ~ h~or+~o+l(t); i o = 1,2 ..... k, (A.39) 
~=o ~=o l o = 1, 2,..., r, 
i o r+ l o < (k + 1)r. 
Now suppose that we choose a character g such that 
X e [Xr+l , Xr+~ ,-.., Xior+z0] and X q~ A. 
Then the set of characters {X~r+~} is equivalent to the set 
{Xr+l , Xr+2 , " ' ,  XQr+ll-1 , X, XQr+Ii+l , '"~ X(k+l)r} 
with/ l r  + l 1 > ior + l o . Equivalence is in the sense that both sets form a 
basis for V*/A*.  This is a consequence of the fact that each nontrivial 
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character has order p coupled with the well-known Exchange Theorem 
(van der Waerden, 1949). Hence we may consider a decoding rule which 
uses X instead of Xqr+~i in its representation. We adjust the coset leaders for 
a minimum error. Denote this new set of coset leaders by {vt'}~=o k-1. The new 
mean-square with just these changes from the optimum rule is: 
9, 2 qZk+2-n , )--1 qn-k--1 
'm=l f:=O 
[ 
Re {h6r+h(m , t) m v 
\ 
_x  (sin ; ~A, p I xm(v") ~(v;) P(xm~)) (A.40) 
where Eo21a is from Lemma 2. However, from optimality we have the inequality 
Z ]lilr+ll(t) ~ Re Z x~n(vt') Z ~sln  T J  O~(V() P(X~n(x) . 
t=0 \ m=l  a~A* 
(A.41) 
But since the set of coset leaders {vt'} were chosen for a local minimum and 
since ior + l o > ilr + 11 , we have, using the general inequality (A.39), 
that 
qn-tc1 (qn~--l~--i [.m,r;~ -2 ) 
E hior+Zo(t) ~ Re Z Xm(vt) ~sln T} Z c~(vt) P(X m°~) • 
t=0 \ t~0 ~n=l a~A* 
(A.42) 
The sufficiency is obvious because the generators of the group V*/X* are 
chosen in sequence so as to minimize the error expression at each choice. 
The first generator chosen has the greatest weight in the error expression, 
the second character has next greatest, etc. The error expression follows 
directly from Lemma 2. 
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